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WELCOME TO
SGS BERKELEY GREEN UTC
An outstanding school provides a first
class academic education. A great college
delivers excellent technical skills and
meaningful links with employers and
academic partners. At SGS Berkeley
Green UTC (University Technical
College), we provide the best of both
worlds, setting you on the path to a
great career in digital technologies or
engineering.
Year 9 and Year 11 are important
transition points, where you will
face some vital choices about
your learning. The decisions
you make now will influence
your future. We are excited that
you are thinking of coming to
Berkeley Green UTC and taking
advantage of all that we have
to offer.

Life at a University Technical College
is similar to life at a school in
many ways in terms of the general
curriculum and lessons being taught
by qualified and experienced teachers,
but it is also excitingly different in
that it has much more in common
with the workplace and a professional
employment setting.
Our brand new £12 million building, with its Cyber
Café, professional conference facilities and state-of-theart teaching areas cannot help but inspire our students.

into apprenticeships or into higher education when
they leave the UTC. Students spend part of their
time learning about the specialisms of Engineering,
Cyber Security and Digital Technologies, through
skills workshops, lectures from employers, visits to
employers, industry placements (work experience) and
projects set by employers.
All students are expected to wear business dress
including a lanyard, attend project meetings and have
significant interaction with employers. In addition, they
are encouraged to embrace some of the electronic
learning and communication methods used in industry
throughout their time at the UTC.

We operate a slightly longer day, and teaching and
learning are conducted in a professional environment
that helps students progress into the world of work,

Do you have the attitude and work ethic that makes you
stand out from the crowd?
Will you follow your passion for engineering, digital
technologies and cyber security while studying for your
gcses and a levels?
Do you wish to take your learning beyond the
classroom, engaging in projects and challenges set by our
industry partners?

At SGS Berkeley Green UTC you
If you answer yes to these three questions then
will feel more like you are coming
sgs berkeley green utc is the place for you. We will
to work each day rather than
support you in developing the academic, leadership and
going to school. Our fantastic
employability skills that will lead to the university degree,
learning environment and cutting
apprenticeship or job offer of your dreams.
edge technology will inspire you
to work hard and achieve success,
supported not only by our
fantastic teaching staff but also by
our employer and university partners.
We hope that this prospectus will inform and inspire you to
take the next step and I look forward to welcoming you to
our next open event.

// WHAT IS A UNIVERSITY TECHNICAL COLLEGE?
University Technical Colleges (UTCs) are schools
for 14–19 year olds. They deliver an innovative,
high-quality education that combines technical,
practical and academic learning. In doing so, they
offer students more than the traditional GCSE and
A Level curricula.
SGS Berkeley Green UTC’s curriculum has been
developed in partnership with employers, who have
taken an active role in the development of the UTC.
Learners follow the national curriculum enabling
them to achieve the same number of GCSEs as in a
school, but because of the longer school days they
also have time to complete specialist vocational
education and projects led by employers in the

areas of Engineering, Design, Cyber Security and
Digital Technologies. At KS4, many students take
3 GCSE or equivalent qualifications in subjects
associated with their specialism, a curriculum that is
just not possible at an ordinary secondary school.
This really does make students at a UTC more
attractive to employers. They have technical,
work-ready skills as well as the same excellent
education and qualifications they would obtain
from a normal secondary school or sixth form. Our
employer partners have particularly highlighted how
impressed they are with the leadership, teamwork
and presentation skills that our students develop.

PROFESSIONAL EXPECTATIONS
SGS Berkeley Green UTC is
committed to preparing all students
for the world of work, not only by
developing the knowledge, skills
and understanding required by
industry, but also by modelling and
instilling the behaviours required for
successful employment.

An integral part of this is demonstrated by the way
all members of the UTC dress, act and express
themselves. Professional behaviour is the norm
at SGS Berkeley Green UTC. This is reflected in
the way that staff and students interact both with
each other and with our employer and academic
partners. For students, every day is a potential
interview. We firmly believe that only by having the
highest expectations of ourselves will we be able
to reach our potential.

EMPLOYER-LED LEARNING

Employers visit SGS Berkeley
Green UTC every week. The next
person you bump into in the corridor,
engineering workshop or Cyber Café
could be the CEO or the HR manager
of the company who offer you your
degree level apprenticeship. This is
why we are always professional, in the
way we present ourselves and in the
quality of our work.
Our employer partners
influence the teaching and
learning that students receive,
provide leadership in the
structure of the curriculum
and endorse the qualifications
offered at the UTC. They also:
•

•
•
•
The way the UTC gives opportunities no matter your gender has
inspired me and made me increasingly more confident to pursue a
future in engineering.

Olivia Bulled

•
•

Work with teachers to create employer
projects that focus on real-life challenges
that are relevant to industry
Give students high-quality and relevant
work experience
Support and mentor students, guiding them
on career routes and options
Nominate governors to direct the
leadership of the UTC
Provide access to their facilities to inspire
and inform students
Ensure that the curriculum gives students
the hard and soft skills
they will need in the workplace

Getting involved in UTCs offers employers the
opportunity to ensure the next generation has the
expertise, employability skills and knowledge needed
to meet the future needs of business. Employers are
fundamental to UTCs. They play a central role in UTCs
right from the very beginning to identify business needs
and the skills shortages in the local region. This shapes
the technical specialisms of the UTC and ensures it
meets the needs of local employers.

// OUR EMPLOYER PARTNERS INCLUDE

OUR CURRICULUM
Our tailored curriculum is enhanced from the current national curriculum.
It allows us to focus our resources onto our specialist subjects, work in partnership with sector employers and
invest in equipment and resources in addition to ensuring students achieve the expected GCSEs required at Key
Stage 4. At KS5 our academic and technical qualifications are enhanced by sector specific qualifications, core
maths and the EPQ.
Full details are provided in the Curriculum Pathways pages at the back of this prospectus.

// KS4 PATHWAYS

// KS5 PATHWAYS

Students aged 14 will be able to access our
full suite of GCSE programmes plus additional
course options in Engineering, Advanced
Manufacturing, Cyber Security, Digital
Technologies and Design.

Young people aged 16-19 can opt to follow
one of three pathways: academic A levels,
technical qualifications or, unique to SGS
Berkeley Green UTC, a hybrid mix of A levels
and Level 3 technical qualifications.

ENRICHMENT // PROJECTS // CITIZENSHIP // PE

I wanted to come to the UTC because it
offers so many good opportunities and
attracts people who have an interest in the
same things I do. It can help
me focus on the things that are important to
get me where I want to be in life. It can also
encourage me to make new friends.

SAVANNAH FITCH

We run an extensive programme of enrichment activities for students at both KS4 and KS5. These
are aimed at students’ personal development, and address aspects such as citizenship/PSHE, physical
education, careers guidance and workplace skills. In addition, students can pursue enterprise/
management or sector-specific certifications in e.g. Cisco, Microsoft, Solidworks and Adobe.

// SGS BERKELEY GREEN UTC –
CURRICULUM MODEL YEARS 10 AND 11

// SGS BERKELEY GREEN UTC –
CURRICULUM MODEL POST 16

In developing our employer-led curriculum, we have taken great care to achieve the best balance between vital
academic study and the specialist subjects that define what we do. All our Year10 and Year 11 students follow our
core offer, and choose one specialism and two option subjects from the list below.

We have a choice of three pathways to suit the varying requirements of our year 12 intake.

Core Offer

Hours per
fortnight

GCSE English & English Literature

9

GCSE Maths

7

GCSE Science (Double Award)

9

+ Cultural Studies (PSHCE, Citizenship, RE)

1

+ PE

2

+ Supervised Study

3

+ Enrichment

2

Employer Projects

2

Totals

36

Specialisms

As part of any of the pathways, students are able to undertake an Extended Project Qualification (EPQ),
supported through tutorial, independent study and personal development which can be completed in part
during their project-based learning time.
Students may also obtain industry qualifications such as the Cisco, Microsoft or Adobe Certified, the Duke
of York qualification, or other industry qualifications as appropriate.

// PATHWAY A

// PATHWAY B

This ‘classically academic’ pathway provides
students with a flexible curriculum model
centered on 3 or 4 A-level qualifications.
The courses we offer include Maths, Physics,
Chemistry, Biology, Product Design, Psychology,
Geography, Computer Science and Further
Maths.

This high achieving, flexible and vocationally
focused route centres on the students taking
an extended technical Level 3 qualification in
either IT/Cyber, Engineering or Applied Science.
The route also allows students to pursue a
Level 3 Core Maths Qualification and/or an
Extended Project Qualification.

Engineering (2 GCSE equivalent qualifications)

10

Digital & Cyber (2 GCSE equivalent qualifications)

10

Design & Creative Media (2 GCSE equivalent qualifications)

10

10

A hybrid of the two previous pathways, allowing the study of 2 A Levels and a half sized Technical
qualification in either IT, Engineering or Science.

5 hrs per subject

10

// BRIDGING YEAR

56 hours

For students who are keen to progress to Level 3 study but narrowly miss our entry requirements for
the above Pathways, we offer a Bridging Year programme.

// PATHWAY C

Options (choose 2)
Geography / Computer Science / Spanish
Product Design / Science Triple Award / PE

Total curriculum time

An illustrative timetable for Year 10 based on the curriculum model above is shown below. One afternoon a week
is devoted to our enrichment and employer project activities which are designed to develop the skillsets our
employer partners are looking for.

PE

English

Tuesday

Maths

English

Thursday
Friday

Specialism

Maths

Science

Science

Science

English

(engineering/cyber)
Specialism

12.20pm
13.20pm
2b

Employer
Projects

Option 1

PSHE

Break

Wednesday

11.20am
12.20am
P2a

13.20pm
14.20pm

Science

Option 2

14.20pm 15.20pm
15.20pm 16.20pm
P3a
3b
Specialism
(engineering/cyber)

Team Meeting

Monday

11.00am
11.20am

Lunch

10.00am
11.00am
1b

Break

9.00am10.00am
P1a

Option 1
Employer Projects/
Enrichment
Maths

Option 2

FRIDAY: EARLY
FINISH

During their Bridging Year, these students can choose between an exciting technical “preapprenticeship” qualification in Engineering or Digital Technology while improving their English and
Maths grades. If successful, they are guaranteed a place the following year on Pathway B.

// YEAR 12 AND 13 STUDENTS
Core learning is delivered over 4 days each week, giving a total of 24 lessons per week. The fifth day
is reserved for our programme of project-based learning and work experience, of which 10 days on
average are based at the UTC or at our employer partners’ sites working on projects and 30 days
are spent on work experience.

OUTSTANDING FACILITIES

// ENGINEERING / DESIGN
After passing through our changing area
and putting on PPE (Personal Protective
Equipment), you will be able to access our
extensive engineering workshops. Here
students have the opportunity to learn how
to use hand tools as well as a variety of CNC
machining technologies. The conventional
equipment is enhanced by 3D printers, laser
cutters, mini desktop mills and lathes which
allow our students to turn their computer
aided designs into reality. We aim to teach
our students think like engineers, striving for
precision and quality in all they do.

Opened in September 2017 in a brand
new £12 million building, SGS Berkeley
Green UTC is unlike any other
school you are likely to have visited.
Visitors comment that it has the feel
of a university campus or corporate
headquarters rather than a school for
14-19 year old students.
Much of the ground floor is often used as a project space
where groups of students can collaborate on employer
projects.

No matter whether you choose to follow the
Engineering or Digital/Cyber route, you will
enjoy the opportunity to use our professional
VEX robotics kit and programmable drones.

Also on the ground floor is our light and airy Cyber
Café which supplies hot and cold food at breaks and
lunchtimes. Older students have the flexibility of leaving
the UTC during their breaks to visit the main site
canteen with its fantastic views of the river, table football
and relaxing sofas.
Our Challenge Arena with its tiered seating for 300
people and state-of-the-art audio-visual equipment, is
equally at home as a conference centre; a venue for an
employer “toolbox talk”; or for a lunchtime game of
basketball.
Our technical facilities are second to none.

“It has been a pleasure to provide a work
placement for Pippa. She is set for a fantastic future
in Cyber Security.”
ANNYS SAMUEL, CYBER SECURITY ASSOCIATES

// DIGITAL /
CYBER
Upon opening in 2017, we were
awarded over £1 million to
spend on specialist equipment.
We invested much of this in our
IT rooms which contain top-ofthe-range computers with dual
screens, running all the latest
industry standard software.
Our SOC (Security Operations
Centre) is particularly impressive
with its tiered seating, six screen
monitor wall and independent
network which allows students
to explore attack and defend
scenarios in cyber space.

GENERAL INFORMATION FOR
PARENTS AND STUDENTS

SGS Berkeley Green UTC operates in accordance
with the Gloucestershire Local Authority’s standard
school year, comprising a 39-week learning year for
students.

We use their Key Stage 2 (Y6 SATs) levels, current
working at grades/levels and expected targets to
help us develop an initial picture of each child. After
carrying out our own assessments, we then revise
these targets based on our high aspirations for their
achievement.

We have a longer learning day than traditional
schools, running from 9am to 4:20pm. This gives
students 28 hours of learning time per week with a
total of 1 hour for lunch and other breaks each day.
The exception is Friday where formal lessons finish
at 1.20pm.

We understand that starting at a new school can be
both exciting and daunting. Therefore, upon entering
the UTC, all students are assigned to one of our
Companies. Their Head of Company and team
leader are there to support them throughout their
time at the UTC.

// TERM TIMES

// TRANSITION AND
STUDENT SUPPORT
“This course is the perfect combination of Maths
and innovation; it allows us to build confidence and
gain valuable skills that can be applied in
industry and in the real world.”
HOLLY TOLHURST

Our students are at the centre of everything
we do at SGS Berkeley Green UTC. We aim to
support them at every stage from their transition
into the school, through the completion of their
qualifications to securing a place at university,
apprenticeship or first employment.
Prior to their arrival, we gather as much information
as possible about our students and their current
attainment from their previous schools and parents.

At the start of each academic year, we hold an
Induction Week, where students, staff and partner
employers get to know each other. The students
attend ‘taster lessons’ and all new students are
assessed so we can set their GCSE/GCE targets.
The students are then given their timetables. An
example timetable and curriculum model are
included later in this prospectus.

// PHOTO ID
To enhance the professional feel of the UTC,
all students are issued with a photo ID card/
lanyard which they are expected to wear at
all times. It not only allows them access into
and around the building but also acts as a bus
pass and provides access to the UTC printing
facilities.

// FREE SCHOOL
MEALS, PUPIL PREMIUM
GRANT AND BURSARY
Parents/carers entitled to claim Free School
Meals for their son/daughter must register
directly with their local authority.
Our Pupil Premium Grant is available for
students who are either currently on Free
School Meals, or who have been at any point
in the last 6 years. It is also available for
children of service families and those in local
authority care. As well as additional academic
support, the Pupil Premium Grant at SGS
Berkeley Green UTC entitles students to free
transportation and the loan of a laptop/tablet
device during the course of their studies.
Post-16 students from a household with
an income less than £22,000 per year are
entitled to our bursary scheme. This provides a
contribution towards the students’ transport,
professional dress and learning materials.

// LOCKERS
On payment of a small deposit, students
may have access to a locker to store their
personal items in during the day.

// SUPPORTING YOUR
EDUCATIONAL NEEDS

// SEND AT SGS BERKELEY GREEN
// PHILOSOPHY

Our inclusion department has extensive experience
of supporting young people with specific learning
needs and physical disabilities. From the beginning of
the application process, we work closely with families
to ensure that all possible support is put in
place to maximise each young person’s potential. We
aim to:

•

•
•

Raise the aspirations of and expectations
for all students with special educational
needs;
Maximise the attainment and progress of
students with special educational needs;
Support all students with special
educational needs throughout their time
at the UTC, helping them to become
confident individuals and to make
successful transitions into adulthood
and further education or training and
employment.

We work in partnership with external agencies such
as the Children & Young People’s Service
and the Educational Psychology team to ensure all
students get the additional support that they deserve.
Our inclusive approach, based on individual needs,
ensures that all SGS Berkeley Green UTC students
have the opportunity to reach their potential.

SGS Berkeley Green UTC is committed to equal access for all students to a broad and balanced
curriculum in a manner that is non-divisive and based on the greatest possible inclusion. We seek to
support any student who needs extra support with minimal ‘labels’.

// WHAT IS SEND?
A learner has SEND if he or she has a learning
difficulty or disability which calls for special educational
provision to be made for them.
Special educational provision is support which
is additional or different to support usually
available to young people of the same age.

// DEFINITION
Students may need extra support for the
following reasons:
• Cognitive learning difficulties (general
or specific)
• Physical or neurological impairment
• Sensory impairment
• Social communication disorder
• Emotional and mental health difficulties
• Life changes that impact on learning and
progress

LEVELS OF SUPPORT
The level of support we provide is currently recorded
at one of 2 levels: student support and EHCP
(Education, Health & Care Plans). Students are
entered onto the SEND list which lists their name,
year group, company and need. Students will have
an individual student profile (unless they are at the
‘monitoring only’ stage) which will outline their specific
needs, strengths, difficulties and support strategies. The
SEND list is reviewed three times a year.

// IDENTIFICATION & ASSESSMENT
Identification is based on the following data:
• Baseline literacy and numeracy tests
• Information from the previous educational
setting
• Behaviour records
• In-class assessments
• Information from home and other agencies

Students can be identified by anyone in the school
community and drawn to the attention
of the SENCo.

// PROVISION
Quality first teaching and learning is at the heart of
all provision. Learning Support Assistants support
students with EHCPs in a range of classes; they use a
variety of strategies in order to help students to access
the curriculum. Some students may be withdrawn
from lessons for a short period of time for specific
learning interventions (e.g. literacy, social skills, anger
management etc). We work closely with many outside
agencies including:
• Educational Psychology
• Children’s Health Services
• Local special schools
• Social Services
• The Advisory Teacher Service
• Support for Inclusion
We are currently working towards offering the
following provision:
• Literacy (small group)
• Social Skills
• Anger Management
• Advice and guidance from outside agencies

// RESPONSIBILITIES
The progress and well-being of all students is our
daily work and the requirement to pay attention to
the directives of Every Child Matters is in the job
descriptions. We adhere to the new SEND Code of
Practice 2015.

// CONTACT
The SENCo is the lead contact for students with an
identified special educational need:

0800 470 1516

emma.vowels@berkeleygreenutc.org.uk

// DEVICES
The majority of our textbooks and
teaching materials are accessible
to students online. All students
therefore require a personal device
for use both at school and at home
in order to complete their studies.
Students can either bring their own
device or purchase one from one
of our partner employers, Gaia
Technologies. Gaia offer a payment
plan to all of our students to
spread the cost of purchase. More
information can be found on the
enclosed sheet. Please note, Pupil
Premium Learners will be provided
with a device for the duration of
their studies at no additional cost.

// PERSONAL
ELECTRONIC
EQUIPMENT,
INCLUDING
MOBILE PHONES
Students who bring electronic
equipment to the UTC do so at
their own risk. It is expected that
mobile phones will be switched
off during work time and team
meetings, unless the teacher
requests that students use their
phones as part of the lesson. Similar
to in a working environment, the
use of mobile phones is allowed
during break and lunch times.

// ENRICHMENT
All students participate in
enrichment activities as an integral
part of the UTC week. These
activities focus on developing the
students’ physical fitness, intellectual
abilities and practical skills. Where
possible, we aim to match the
enrichment opportunities on offer
with our students’ interests.

// SPORT
All students in Years 10 and 11
receive their statutory 2 hours
per week of physical education.
Dependent on the interests
of the students, this can range
from competitive team sports to
activities designed to promote
fitness and leadership skills.

THE UTC LEARNING AND
TEACHING COMMITMENT
Developed by teaching staff, the SGS Berkeley Green UTC
Learning and Teaching Commitment is the benchmark against
which we measure our success in the classroom, laboratory
and workshop. It states:

WE WILL BE
1. Challenged by our learning
2. Demonstrating behaviour appropriate for the
learning session
3. Expected to display curiosity in our learning
4. Enabled to develop independence and the
ability to reflect on our own learning

// WORK PLACEMENTS AND WORK EXPERIENCE
Gaining experience of the workplace is integral to our
aims at SGS Berkeley Green UTC. Feedback from our
employer partners suggests that the top 5 skillsets
that employers look for are:
•

Communication and interpersonal skills

•

Problem solving skills

•

Initiative, self-motivation and organisation

•

Ability to work under pressure and meet
deadlines

•

Ability to work in a team

KS4 students undertake a week of work experience
in the summer term of Year 10. For some, this may
extend a further two weeks into the summer holidays,
giving 3 weeks in total.
KS5 students carry out their work experience
throughout the year, with an average student
completing 1 day per week over a 3 month period.

5. Supported to exhibit high standards of written
and oral communication
6. Required to be respectful and considerate
7. Challenged to develop resilience and
resourcefulness
8. Making progress in our learning
9. Clearly aware of and engaged in the outcomes
of our learning

// SGS BERKELEY GREEN
UTC PROFESSIONAL
DRESS POLICY

•

1. INTRODUCTION

•

SGS Berkeley Green UTC is committed to preparing
students for the world of work by developing the
knowledge, skills and understanding required by
industry and by modelling and instilling the ethic
required for successful employment. An integral
part of this is demonstrated by the way we dress,
act and express ourselves. All members of SGS
Berkeley Green UTC are expected to conform to our
professional dress code, which applies equally to staff
and students.
The aim of the professional dress code is to:

•
•
•
•

promote an environment of
professionalism and aspiration
support positive behaviour
ensure a practical, smart and business-like
appearance
instil a sense of pride and corporate
identity

Students must always remember our employer and
academic partners will be on site every week, so for
students every day is a potential interview.

2. EVERYDAY BUSINESS DRESS
Our professional dress code can be summarised as
follows:

•
•
•

•
•

formal smart trousers or a dress/skirt of
reasonable length (black, grey or blue)
shirt/blouse
male staff and students must wear a tie
with a shirt (staff may authorise removal
of the tie depending on the type of activity
being carried out)
jacket (black, grey or blue)
smart shoes, able to be polished and of a
height suitable for the planned activities
of the day (open-toed footwear, flip-flops
or Ugg-style boots are not considered
appropriate or safe)

•

•

•

•

•

•

hair should be neat and tidy and of natural
colour
headgear worn for religious purposes is
permitted
facial coverings for religious reasons are
expected to be removed whilst at the
UTC to ensure individuals are identifiable
earrings may be worn, taking into account
health and safety, however no other
jewellery worn through body piercing
should be visible with the exception of
that required for religious reasons
personal adornment including excess
jewellery of all descriptions should be kept
to a minimum to reflect the professional,
business-like ethos of the UTC
tattoos should not be visible to others
whilst at the UTC or when representing
the UTC in any capacity
no badges other than name badges and the
UTC pin badge should be worn whilst at
the UTC or when representing the UTC
in any capacity
the UTC lanyard must be worn at all times
except if removal is authorised for health
and safety reasons

The following items are not permitted at the UTC
under any circumstances;

•
•
•
•
•

jeans or torn trousers
casual sports clothing (unless appropriate
for a sports lesson)
sweatshirts, hoodies or T-shirts bearing
slogans or symbols
trainers (except in sports activities), or
flip-flops
strapless tops, tight or revealing clothes
(including mini-skirts), excessively low-cut
tops or garments revealing the midriff

Students are expected to attend the UTC in business
dress every day, including days on which visits and trips
are planned, unless a specified dress code has been
provided.

3. PHYSICAL EDUCATION
CLOTHING
Students may wear any appropriate plain (blue, black
or grey) attire for physical education provided it is
not worn at the same time as their everyday wear or
their PPE.
Students require:

•
•
•
•

trainers
shorts
plain polo shirt (no football or team
shirts)
socks

Please note, tracksuits may be worn for outdoor
activities.

4. PERSONAL PROTECTIVE
EQUIPMENT FOR ENGINEERING,
PRODUCT DESIGN AND SCIENCE
Students require appropriate footwear for the
workshops. This should be a black work shoe/boot
with a re-enforced toecap. There is no stipulation on
kite mark or British Standard.
Students will be provided with lab coats, safety
jackets, safety goggles and other safety wear as
needed. These must be worn as directed.

// TRANSPORT
SGS Berkeley Green UTC run a network of heavily subsidised buses to facilitate students’ attendance. All students
eligible for the Pupil Premium Grant receive a free bus pass. Other students are expected to contribute £130
per term (£400 per year) towards the cost of transport. This is equivalent to approximately £1 per journey. The
timings shown below for each of the bus routes are indicative and may be subject to change.

BG1 GLOUCESTER XPRESS

BG3 STROUD XPRESS

BUS STOP

AM

PM

BUS STOP

AM

PM

BROCKWORTH, ERMINE ST, OPP VICARAGE LANE
HUCCLECOTE ROAD, OPP SUSSEX GARDENS
HUCCLECOTE ROAD, ROYAL OAK PUB
BARNWOOD ROAD, WOTTON HALL CLUB
GLOUCESTER BUS STATION, BAY J OR K
QUEDGELEY, FRIAR TUCK
A38, END OF CASTLE LANE
A38 WHITMINSTER INN
BERKELEY GREEN UTC
Friday early finish

0735
0736
0737
0743
0800
0818
0823
0826

1737
1736
1735
1728
1720
1700
1655
1652
1630
1330

STROUD, MERRYWALKS (CINEMA SIDE, STOP N)
CAINSCROSS ROAD, ROUNDABOUT
STONEHOUSE, ELGIN MALL
EBLEY BYPASS
OLDENDS LANE, VIA PIKE ROAD, MIDLAND ROAD
STONEHOUSE, PIKE SERVICES OPP. SHELL SERVICES
EASTINGTON, THE BUTCHERS
CAMBRIDGE, THE GEORGE INN
SHARPNESS, JUBILEE WAY BUS STOP
BERKELEY, CO-OP
BERKELEY GREEN UTC
Friday early finish

0800
0806
0814
0816
0818
0822
0826
0829
0840
0845

1718
1712
1704
1702
1700
1657
1653
1650
1640
1635
1630
1330

0848

0850

BG2 WOTTON UNDER EDGE XPRESS
Two buses AM, one bus only PM

BUS STOP

BUS 1 AM PM

DURSLEY, BUS STATION
CAM, INDOOR & OUTDOOR
CAM, TESCO
CAM & DURSLEY STATION
SHARPNESS, JUBILEE WAY
BERKELEY GREEN UTC
Friday early finish

0820
0824
0825
0830
0843
0850

1700
1658
1657
1646
(USE BG3)
1630
1330

BUS STOP

BUS 2 AM PM

KLB SCHOOL
WOTTON UNDER EDGE WAR MEMORIAL
CHARFIELD, FUEL STATION
CHARFIELD, PEAR TREE PUB
BERKELEY GREEN UTC
Friday early finish

0805
0815
0830
0831
0850

1715
1725
1726
1630
1330

62 STAGECOACH BUS SERVICE
BUS STOP

BUS 1 AM PM

BRISTOL BUS STATION
FILTON SGS COLLEGE
ALMONDSBURY
THORNBURY ROCK STREET
FALFIELD THE GABLES HOTEL
BERKELEY POST OFFICE
BERKELEY GREEN UTC
Friday early finish

0725
0750
0803
0815
0829
0838
0845

1745
1717
1707
1655
1649
1640
1630
1420

// EMPLOYER PROJECTS
AND CHALLENGES
Getting involved in UTCs offers
employers the opportunity to
ensure that the next generation
has the expertise, employability
skills and knowledge required
to meet the future needs of
business.
Project-based learning is a key focus of our
curriculum learning model. All students at
SGS Berkeley Green UTC engage in projectbased learning, where they learn the skills
associated with excellent performance at work,
the strong values associated with working
collaboratively, and subject-specific knowledge
and understanding in IT and Engineering. For us,
a good project has the following key attributes:
•

Real – It focusses on something which
is currently a genuine concern or
management/development issue for the
business concerned

•

Local – It is based on an application
which can be visited or seen in
operation by the students

•

Accessible – The data or equipment
needed can be accessed and used by the
students with either the support of the
employer’s staff, or training and guidance
provided by student mentors or UTC
staff

•

Contained – The project has a specific
objective that students can reasonably
achieve to a good standard within the
project timespan

Some example projects are
summarised on the following
page.

Versarian utilise proprietary materials technology (including graphene) to
create innovative engineering solutions. Students worked with Versarien
staff to understand the properties and potential uses of Graphene before
designing a 3D printed component that could be used by the company as
a marketing giveaway.

Students worked with Atkins, one of the world’s most respected design,
engineering and project management consultancies, on a community
project focussed on digital literacy and cyber security awareness. As
well as writing a project proposal, students developed a prototype for
evaluation and a marketing strategy.

Graphene Modified PEEK
Kaylie Smith – Polymer Scientist
Versarien Advanced Composites

Allcooper specialise in the latest security and fire technology to protect
all sizes of homes and businesses. Students worked together to produce
a project proposal, a circuit diagram detailing how a client’s building can
be alarmed and then built a prototype using appropriate hardware.

GE Aviation is a world-leading provider of commercial, military and
general aviation jet and turboprop engines and components, as well as
avionics, electrical power and mechanical systems for aircraft. For this
project, students were asked to develop a simple control and indication
system for a new small luxury aircraft.

Context is a highly-skilled cyber security consultancy that supports
organisations to meet their ever-evolving information security challenges.
Our students’ challenge was to set up a digital business hub where
people could meet to use the latest IT and share ideas. This involved
designing a network of PCs which could communicate with each other
whilst protecting commercially sensitive data.

BAE Systems provide some of the world’s most advanced, technology-led
defence, aerospace and security solutions and employ a skilled workforce
of some 83,100 people in over 40 countries. As one of our employer
partners, they have provided our students with an insight into the
management of complex multidisciplinary projects that span countries
and continents.
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SGS Berkeley Green UTC
Gloucestershire Science and Technology Park
Berkeley, GL13 9FB
www.berkeleygreenutc.org.uk
0800 470 1516
office@berkeleygreenutc.org.uk
@sgsberkeleygreenutc

OPEN EVENTS
Saturday 6th October 2018 10am - 1pm
Thursday 1st November 2018 5.30pm - 8pm
Saturday 24th November 2018 10am - 1pm
Saturday 26th January 2019 10am - 1pm
Thursday 28th March 2019 5.30pm - 8pm

EDUCATION PARTNERS

